LUMEN PRINTING
Austin Cullen

MATERIALS NEED

- 11 x 14 picture frame with glass and backing

- Any Black and White Darkroom Printing Paper
  Different kinds of photographic paper will create different colors for your prints. RC or Fiber is recommended. Make sure to buy either a 10 paper pack or 25 paper pack. Buy in either 8x10 or 5x7 size.

- Several objects to create Lumen Prints
  Traditionally the lumen printing process has been used to primarily create impressions of botanical specimens, but you can use so much more. The objects that work the best with this process are thin and transparent objects that can easily be layered on top of one another. Leaves, flowers, feathers, tape, stencils, lace, fibers, and negatives are just a few objects to consider for this process. Make sure to bring as many objects as possible!

- Apron

- Rubber Gloves

- Dark Cloth or Black Garbage Bag

- Notebook

- Pencil/Pen

For questions about the materials list, please contact your instructor, Austin Cullen, at austincullen.photo@gmail.com